


  

 Horns Up: 10 Dynamic Exercises for Trumpet was conceived to provide  the modern 

trumpet player with fresh dynamic exercises to develop instrumental technique, as well as a 

better comprehension and analysis  of the intervals, blues scale, melodic minor and major scales, 

harmonic major, major triads, diminished and whole tone scales. It is a didactic workbook  

inspired on the talent and music career of my younger brother Damian Salvent, who is the 

principal trumpeter of the Opera and Ballet Symphony Orchestra of Cuba, as well as the 

principal assistant at the National Symphony Orchestra. The book was originally designed for 

trumpet players, but can be also used effectively on most instruments. 

 Be aware that there are other different ways to approach music theory and altissimo 

register technique, and these exercises are by no means the only way to do so. I am presenting 

this method because I believe it is practical, original, modern and fun to play. Also, it  produces 

outstanding results.  

 Start practicing at the tempo you feel comfortable with. Every exercises has a suggested 

tempo as an initial guide.  Once the exercise is executed with confidence and without mistakes, 

feel free to increase the speed at your will. My recommendation is to include at least one exercise 

per week. By doing so, musicians are going to work actively on sound, intonation, tempo, 

embouchure, endurance,  music theory. All by using a wide combination of  patterns that involve 

triads, intervals, chromatic exercises, as well as symmetric and asymmetric scales. The use of the 

metronome and a tuner is strongly recommended to achieve greater outcome. 

 Thanks to trumpeter Osvaldo Fleites, touring and recording artist, for the feedbacks, as 

well as my brother Damian Salvent for the revisions in the writing process of the book.  

Have fun! 



Exercise #10 - “Whole Tone” 
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